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Review of Terahertz Tomography Techniques
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Abstract Terahertz and millimeter waves penetrate various dielectric materials, including plastics, ceramics, crystals, and concrete, allowing terahertz transmission and reflection images to be considered as a new imaging tool complementary to X-Ray or Infrared. Terahertz imaging is a well-established technique in various laboratory and industrial applications. However, these images are often two-dimensional. Three-dimensional, transmission-mode imaging is limited to thin samples, due to the absorption of the sample accumulated in the propagation direction. A tomographic imaging procedure can be used to acquire and to render three-dimensional images in the terahertz frequency range, as in the optical, infrared or X-ray regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. In this paper, after a brief introduction to two dimensional millimeter waves and terahertz imaging we establish the principles of tomography for Terahertz Computed tomography (CT), tomosynthesis (TS), synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and time-of-flight (TOF) terahertz tomography. For each technique, we present advantages, drawbacks and limitations for imaging the internal structure of an object.
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1 Introduction to 2D Imaging Techniques and Application Fields

Terahertz radiation (1 THz = 10^12 Hz) are electromagnetic waves in the spectral range going from 0.3 to 10 THz. Low energy interaction of a wide range of materials can thus be studied by these waves and new data can potentially be retrieved to complete the knowledge of material behavior with respect to far infrared (FIR) and Raman spectroscopy. Terahertz technology has
been making clear progress following recent advances in femtosecond lasers and ultrafast semiconductor coherent sources emitting in the THz frequency range [1]. However, the development of brighter sources and efficient detectors that are more sensitive to THz waves is a key feature to efficiently use these waves in THz spectroscopy [2]. One of the most interesting properties of THz waves is their capability to transmit through an extensive variety of materials. Thus they can be used to test, image [3] or analyze samples through many types of covering materials, such as paper and plastics, and allow imaging in a standoff configuration [4, 5]. Moreover, the interaction of a substance with THz waves is non destructive, and thus these radiations can also be used to probe fragile biological materials [6–9], for medical diagnostics or bio medical imaging [10–13]. These applications are not limited to basic research and can be applied in a wide variety of fields.

Ranging between far infrared and microwaves, the development of terahertz science and technology [14, 15] comes from both the electronics [16, 17] and optics sides [18]. Recent innovations in terahertz technology take advantages from two outstanding ideas and concepts from each individual field. More recently, the inventory of applications has increased and includes quality control, non destructive testing (NDT) [19–21] and spectroscopic characterization of materials [22, 23] or chemical recognition [24]. Many of these applications rely on the exceptional features of terahertz radiation which consist of the sufficient transparency of materials and the fact that many interesting chemical compounds display unique spectral fingerprints in the terahertz range. This advantage can be exploited in industrial applications [25], for identification or recognition and chemical analysis [26, 27].

Since two-dimensional THz transmission images were first acquired by Hu and Nuss in 1995 [28], the revolutionary work of Zhang and co-workers [29, 30], who developed fast electro optic detection at video rate for imaging purpose [31], sounded the beginning of 2D and 3D imaging science. Afterward, developments in terahertz imaging could use either a terahertz time-domain spectroscopy modified setup (terahertz radiation is generated in the form of short single-cycle pulses and large spectral bandwidth) or a narrow band terahertz generator coming from the microwave world, semiconductor technology or optics development. This progress has occurred simultaneously with numerous efficient sources and detectors for continuous-wave (cw) terahertz radiation [32–34]. Now scientists are able to propose optimized solutions of terahertz imaging for a given application with an optimal setup configuration [35] (e.g. pulsed or continuous generator, broadband versus narrowband, spectral resolution versus temporal resolution, active versus passive imaging [36], but also near field [37–40], wave guiding [41], detectors array and even more camera [42], etc.).

Before the description of 3D imaging techniques, we will briefly present 2D imaging results and capabilities that rely both on time-domain systems and other terahertz sources. Significant technological advancements have been reviewed in several scientific papers [43–48]. It is worth considering the present description from results on millimeter-wave imaging and describing on imaging applications with terahertz radiation. Some typical references are provided for the interested reader.

2 Time Domain Techniques

The performance characteristics of THz Time Domain Systems (THz-TDS) have been reviewed in many previous publications [47–55] and books [56–61], and will not be discussed in this paper. However, we will give a very succinct description of the spectroscopic technique, and some particular features or limitations for imaging development.
THz-TDS is the most commonly used technique. In a typical setup, THz-TDS enables the determination of the complex permittivity of a sample over a frequency range of typically 0.1 - 4 THz. The analysis can be conducted in transmission or reflection modes and provides information about the static properties of the sample over several frequency decades [62].

Briefly, there are two key mechanisms for the generation and detection of THz pulses. Both take advantages of a nonlinear process when optically exciting a suitable material: photon-induced conductivity (photoconductivity) in an ultrafast semiconductor. In this case, electron-hole pairs are accelerated by a static field applied into the active device, the consequent transient current into the antenna due to charge separation induces the electromagnetic generation in the environment space. The second type of interaction, non-resonant, is the well known optical rectification in crystals presenting high electro-optic coefficients. Although the physical mechanism of THz generation using nonlinear optics differs considerably from the one used in photoconductive generation, both finally drive to a generation of a transient polarization. Since the generated polarization does not rely on carrier transport, extremely high bandwidth pulses can be generated, limited only by the duration and bandwidth of the exciting optical pulse and phase matching conditions.

Due to the very short time scale of the generated electric field, optical sampling techniques are employed assuming that all the THz pulses are identical. A second possibility for THz detection is based on the electro-optic effect in a crystal, which is due to the coupling between a low frequency electric field (THz pulse) and a laser beam (optical pulse) [63]. Free-space electro-optic sampling via the linear electro-optic effect (Pockels effect) offers a flat frequency response over an ultra wide spectral bandwidth, mainly limited by either the pulse duration of the probe laser or the lowest Transverse optical (TO) phonon frequency of the sensor crystal. Since electro-optic sampling is solely an optical procedure, it does not require any technological facilities for mounting the active devices [64].

Based on this coherent detection of the THz field [65], the average photo induced current is a replicate of the THz field variations as a function of time, and consequently, the temporal -or spectral- transmitted or reflected THz beams could be used to construct a contrast image step-by-step [66] as illustrated in Fig.1.

Despite numerous advantages, imaging with a THz-TDS system presents some limitations [32]. First of all, the generated power in the THz beam is quite small (less than a dozen μW average power), so it must be associated to very high dynamic range [67] sensors and techniques. This high dynamic range allows successful measurement even with a small amount of power. However, since no efficient 2D coherent detectors are available, most of the time-domain imaging systems are based on scanning of the sample and reconstruction of a

Figure 1 displays an example of plots in time and frequency domains including specific parameters which can be chosen for contrast features to build a 2D terahertz image pixel by pixel.
series of single-point measurements. The main drawback is then a rather slow image acquisition rate which is not suitable for many applications.

Another problem is the sampling technique used to reconstruct the time response of the reflected or transmitted beam. The spectral resolution is linked to the inverse of the temporal window during the acquisition step. So there is a clear limitation with time necessitating a tradeoff between duration and spectral resolution.

For image acquisition, the highest scan rates (e.g. from hundreds to thousands of temporal data points per second) were achieved using a piezo-electric device, but with a limited (tens of picosecond) temporal range and consequently a limited spectral resolution. At such high rates, the total duration for image acquisition is no longer limited by the measurement of the THz waveform, but by the motion speed of the sample. In addition, a shorter scanning range also limits the penetration depth of the THz pulse into a sample. Different categories of motorized scanning devices (e.g. spinning or vibrating mirror devices) can produce several hundreds of picoseconds of delay range with a high scanning rate typically more than few hundreds of hertz. Recently, very promising results were published about the design of compact and inexpensive terahertz imaging systems relying on femtosecond fiber laser technology without mechanical stage (Ecops [68], Asops [69], OSCAT [70]). In these cases, the motion of the scanning delay line must be synchronized to the raster scan of the object, so that it is possible to determine the location of the object at the moment each waveform is acquired. Recently a single pixel imaging system has been proposed based on a compressed sensing approach [71] This system does not rely on raster scanning or a source/detector array, but uses random patterns for imaging.

Since the first images with a THz-TDS system were obtained, a huge number of possibilities have been published in the literature with electronic sources. For example, the source could be a quantum cascade laser [72], Gunn diode [73], plasma wave transistor [74, 75], Backward Wave Oscillator [76], and this list in non exhaustive. We also notice the use of high power sources [77], CW gas laser [78], coherent or incoherent detectors and any combination of all these devices [79]. Moreover, a lot of new techniques have emerged such as polarization imaging [80] dark-field imaging [81], single-pixel imaging [82–84] and compressive imaging technique[85], real time imaging [86], time reversal imaging [87], terahertz microscope [88, 89] and interferometric imaging [90, 91]. This is just to mention that terahertz imaging has given rise to a lot of attention and developments during this last decade.

3 Examples of Application Fields

3.1 Security Application

Among security applications of THz imaging [92], let’s point out the inspection of luggage (example fig.2) and postal mail [93]. The main idea relies on the fact that molecular crystals present very specific features in the THz spectrum. For example, explosives [94–97] or illicit drugs [98–100] have been efficiently localized and unambiguously identified within an envelope [101], a parcel, or a suitcase [102]. Besides, dangerous metallic items like guns [103] or knives become clearly visible by their shapes and can be easily identified by pattern recognition algorithm. Yet, obviously metallic packages are opaque to THz waves. For this reason, THz spectrometers are not likely to substitute X-ray scanners. However, they can provide supplementary information on the sample, mainly for low density materials and chemical separation. Other interesting applications concern liquid explosives. Several liquids show very different dielectric response in the terahertz range versus their alcohol percentage for example and can thus be distinguished [104].
3.2 Paper and Polymer Industries

On-line production control can be efficiently done by THz systems in the paper and polymer industries [105]. In the case of paper, both the thickness and moisture content are monitored during the production process. Mousavi and coworkers [106] demonstrated that two different paper samples could be differentiated by THz with similar accuracy to other sensors. In the polymer industry online supervision of polymeric processes (for example a real time paint meter [107]), quality control of plastic weld joints [108], conductive properties [109], determination of moisture level [110], the fiber orientation [111] and the glass-transition temperature of polymers have been demonstrated by THz systems [112].

3.3 Food Industry

The detection of unwanted and potentially hazardous objects in food is extremely important in the food industry. Both metallic and non-metallic contaminations can be detected by THz systems [113]. Additionally low water content foodstuff such as chocolate is transparent enough to THz waves to enable Jördens and Koch [114] to detect the presence of different metallic and non-metallic inclusions within chocolate bars. The study of moisture quantification within an industrial process could be interesting; for instance in the fresh food industry with packaging protection. For wine or alcohol making company, cork substance is important to qualify. Their structure, and low moisture content are reasonably transparent to terahertz (THz). Nondestructive evaluation of the cork’s surface and interior has been done [115] and the contrast in the THz images is a result of enhanced scattering of THz radiation by defects or voids as well as variations in the cork cell structure as shown in figure 3 extracted from [115].

3.4 Pharmaceutical Industry

The potential of THz systems in the pharmaceutical industry was recently highlighted [116, 117]. Since different isomers lead to crystalline structures with varying spectra fingerprints in the THz range, polymorphic forms can be detected. This detection is much appreciated since the chirality [113] is a major concern when dealing with the pharmaceutical performance of the active principle [118]. Moreover, THz is well suited for quality control of tablet coatings [119] that are used to control the release of active pharmaceutical ingredients (see Fig.4) [120–122]. A review of this application field has been published [117].

Figure 2 100GHz transmission image through a computer bag: two guns are clearly visible (LOMA-Univ. Bordeaux unpublished)
3.5 Art Conservation

The importance of the knowledge of materials and underlying materials science is crucial in optimizing preservation of cultural heritage artwork. For terahertz science the challenges faced in the development of non-destructive analytical methods and its integration with new diagnostic techniques are numerous. For these new tools, it's important to be portable on site and to be safe for the sample under investigation. However, heritage materials diagnostics [123] is difficult: not only because the sampling of artworks is usually not allowed, but also because the measurement is generally required to be done on-site. To illustrate this purpose, Jackson et al. performed THz investigation of mural paintings [124]. Using THz-TDS, they revealed the presence of a graphite drawing [125] under layers of paint and plaster. Concerning painting, Adam and coworkers compared THz reflection images of hidden paint layers [126]. A similar study was presented by Fukunaga and coworkers [127] to quantify the transmittance of several pigments. Recently, they extended their work to a medieval manuscript [128] and even mummies have been studied by THz imaging [129]. All this clearly demonstrates the potential of THz imaging for Art and Archeological science (Fig. 5).

Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy associated with THz imaging, holds large potential in the field of non destructive, contact-free testing. The constant advances in the development of THz systems, as well as the appearance of the first related commercial products, indicate that large-
scale market introduction of THz systems is rapidly approaching. Nowadays, there is a considerable interest in tomographic methods for THz imaging [130, 131] by adding the third dimension for analyzing different samples. Short pulses of broadband THz radiation [132], continuous wave sources and microwaves [133] are used to illuminate the target [134]. Coherent detection methods are used to allow the reflected or transmitted THz pulse profile to be measured [135].

4 Tomographic Imaging

The word tomography is derived from the Greek word tomos meaning 'slice' or ‘section’ and graphia meaning ‘describing’. The field of tomography involves methods for obtaining cross sectional images of a target, allowing the internal detail to be observed.

In recent years, a number of methods for 3D imaging with THz radiation have been proposed and demonstrated [136]. Since the development of pulsed THz systems, such 3D imaging systems have been proposed. Let's describe briefly the different physical techniques capable of extracting 3D information.

4.1 THz Diffraction Tomography

The goal of diffraction tomography is to determine the spatial distribution of a sample's refractive index using the measurement of the diffracted THz field. The relationship between the THz wave distribution and the object’s refractive index as a function of position can be described by the Maxwell’s equations. The basis of diffraction tomography is to linearize inverse scattering equations based on several hypotheses commonly used in ultrasound tomography systems. In diffraction tomography, a probe beam interacts with a target and then the 3D image of the sample is built using the waves scattered by the target [137]. This is the main difference with Computed Tomography (CT) which generally utilizes the amplitude signal directly transmitted through the sample. A THz diffraction tomography signal contains the same information as the CT signal and finally the target structural information in 3D is measured and processed by the diffracted THz distribution. This technique is more adapted to complex samples with fine structures in which diffraction effects dominate the measurements. The first implementation of this method was reported by Ferguson et al. who imaged a simple polyethylene cylinder and proposed a reconstruction method based on the Born linearization of the wave equation [138].
Wang et al. performed THz diffraction tomography by using a mode-locked femtosecond laser, generating THz radiation by optical rectification in a ZnTe crystal and detecting the signal with a CCD camera [132] as illustrated in fig.6. They proposed a reconstruction method based on the electromagnetic wave scattering theory. Three rectangular polyethylene cylinders (n=1.5) were imaged by using the THz diffraction pattern at various projection angles. The application of THz diffraction tomography was able to provide the refractive index distribution of the target. A comparison of image quality as a function of the THz frequency was also carried out. THz diffraction tomography often provides poor reconstructed images owing to the problem of suitable reconstruction algorithms and signal interpretation [139, 140]. The reconstruction is hindered by the relatively low signal to noise ratio of the THz field measurements. Moreover, these methods assume that the target is dispersionless, which removes a key advantage of THz techniques, namely the spectroscopic information extraction. However, the image acquisition speed of THz diffraction tomography is relatively faster than THz CT. THz diffraction tomography reconstructs the inverse of target’s refractive index distribution.

Figure 6  Setup up for diffraction tomography taken from [132].
4.2 THz Tomosynthesis

Tomosynthesis (TS) is a straightforward but useful method for reconstructing few slices of a 3D object from a limited number of projections [141]. It does not require measurements in all directions, and can reconstruct tomographic images using only projections within small angles. It is commonly used for medical imaging for breast cancer detection for example [142]. However, unlike tomography where projections are measured all around the object, in tomosynthesis, they are done according to a limited angle range (usually between -50° and 50°). Figure 7 shows the principle of this acquisition system.

Projections (or radiographs) are made at different points of view with a moving source along a linear trajectory. A detector plane is opposed to the emitter plane and measures the attenuation of the THz transmission. A series of radiographs of the object are obtained according to different points of view.

This technique could retrieve a layer of interest against the out-of-focus layers. This method typically employs absorption images of an object and the different projections from various views, similar to a standard computed tomography. However, as mentioned, tomosynthesis relies on a much lower number of views at selected angles, which can be seen as computed tomography with missing information. Fig. 7 shows that performing a large shifting of the superposed radiographs enforces the signal corresponding to the little circle in grey (for the left image). On the contrary, a small shifting allows focusing on the x-y plane at the z depth where the dark grey object is positioned (for the right image). Because of the similarity between tomosynthesis and tomography, all the development for tomographic reconstruction is applicable to tomosynthesis acquisition data. New methods have been developed since the reconstruction is now according to the x-y planes instead of x-z. However, these methods are still based on iterative algorithms such as SART and OSEM that will be described in the section 5. To recover an x-y plane for a specific depth an algorithm is used, superposing and shifting all the acquired projections with the subsequent point-by-point superposition of all the projections. This operation delivers a single focal plane. In order to obtain all Z-slices, it is necessary to shift the projections before performing the superposition. The shifting step determines the focal depth.

4.3 Time of Flight (TOF)

THz pulsed imaging has the unique feature of providing a 3D "map" of the object by using the time-of-flight of the reflected THz pulses [143]. In brief, a THz pulse is directed at the sample and the reflected beam is measured in amplitude and phase. The temporal situation of the

Figure 7 basics of the tomosynthesis acquisition and reconstruction process.
reflected pulses directly indicates the presence of the interfaces along the propagation direction of the beam. In this way, by using the difference of time-of-flight from pixel to pixel, depth information of the 3D profiles of the target can be deduced. Mittleman et al. [130] were the first to report on such 3D THz imaging. The 3D image of a floppy disk was produced by using time domain THz setup in reflection configuration. However, this new THz tomography tool relied on three hypotheses:

1. Targets have no or small dispersion and diffraction properties,
2. Reflection is weak so that multi-reflection can be ignored or suppressed [144],
3. Refractive index is uniform within each layer.

After this first demonstration, this technique was widely adopted by various research groups. 3D imaging of many opaque materials, like metallic coins, razor blade, SD card and pharmaceutical tablets were successfully carried out by using pulsed THz radiation. The technique was also used to identify the presence or absence of defects in foam materials. Pre-built defects in foam insulation of space shuttle fuel tanks were detected using THz tomography [20]. A tomography system based on reflective THz-TDS and 2D electro-optic sampling using a high speed complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera was demonstrated. The inner structures of layered samples [145] (stacked Si and Vinyl chloride plates) were identified with 3D volume visualization within 3 minutes [146]. In this technique, as the arrival time of the THz waveforms can be determined with a femtosecond precision, the position of reflecting surfaces within the test object, can be resolved with accuracy of a several micrometers (provided consecutive reflections are resolved in time) [147]. For example, a very high depth resolution on the order of 1 μm has been demonstrated [148] (Fig. 8).

TOF THz resolution depends on the width of the incident THz pulse, and is improved when the pulse is short. When the THz pulse is not ideal (e.g., a top-hat function), but varies with time in the same way, distinction of the reflected pulse becomes difficult, and ghost interfaces

![Figure 8](image.png)

**Figure 8** Principle of TOF THz tomography. Schematic taken from [149]
can appear in the tomographic image. These ghost images can be eliminated using signal processing, for example by employing deconvolution algorithms.

The main application fields of reflection imaging concern materials where transmission measurement is prohibited and opaque materials (biological media due to the high liquid water content) which cannot be imaged in transmission mode [20]. In all the case, the very large bandwidth is a supplementary benefit, since we can access different wavelengths from each layer and then not only extract depth information but also construct a quasi three dimensional image of an object.

TOF tomography is well adapted for layered targets with well-defined boundaries. However when the inner part of the sample has a more complicated constitution (internal or external shape), the multiple reflections and refractions of the THz radiations superpose and scatter. Yet, this analysis is possible in some cases, and resolution of sub-wavelength features ($\lambda/10$) has been demonstrated [150]. As a consequence, back-reflected signals are very complicated to analyze. Analysis is possible in some cases and resolution of feature of sub-wavelength ($\lambda/10$) has been demonstrated [150]. For other cases, one solution is to perform a THz CT analysis with a complete set of projection images. Moreover, a powerful new imaging modality for terahertz radiation has been proposed [151]: T-ray reflection computed tomography. In this method, edge maps of a sample's cross-section could be computed from different reflection measurements at different viewing angles [152].

4.4 3D Holography

3D THz holography originates from radar and optical holography technology [153]. A basic experimental configuration is presented in fig.9. The main hypothesis is that the separations between scattering centers are much larger than the wave pulse width. If it is possible to differentiate each of the multiple scattered THz waves of different scattering orders, a holography approach could be implemented with a terahertz beam [132]. To produce terahertz holograms, intensity and phase distributions must be measured. The interference pattern produced by the sample and reference waves is recorded and contained much more information than a focused image. Then the reconstruction of these holograms based on Fourier optics theory enables the observer to view a true three-dimensional image [154]. Ruffin et al. have demonstrated time-reversal imaging that can be considered as 2D holographic imaging in the

![Figure 9](image_url)  
**Figure 9** Experimental setup for off axis terahertz hologram recording taken from [158]
time-domain [155]. Millimeter Wave [156, 157] or Terahertz holography [158] provides high fidelity images for targets consisting of scattered points located at well-separated planes [159]. However it has a number of pertinent deficiencies. Its extension to more complex targets is far from trivial, and in any case it does not provide accurate refractive index data on the reconstructed target. This technology which relies on measuring multiple scattering and diffraction effects, strongly affects the image quality [160] with a usually poor signal to noise ratio (SNR) owing to the high order scattering measurement [161]. As the image of the THz holography relies on the incident pulse, THz 3D holography does not enable one to extract spectroscopic information about the target.

4.5 Fresnel Lenses

Diffractive Fresnel zone plates, or Fresnel lenses may be used to focus light in place of traditional refractive lenses [162]. Fresnel lenses often have size and weight advantages over refractive lenses. However they are generally favored for narrowband applications due to their frequency dependent focal length. Wang and Zhang [163] demonstrated that this frequency-dependence may be used to perform tomographic THz imaging. Using a Fresnel lens, and considering the image formed by radiation at each different frequency, we can image different samples localized at various positions along the beam propagation path onto a given imaging plane. Figure 10 is a schematic setup of Fresnel lens imaging. This distinctive property could be used to perform tomographic imaging of a target when used with broadband illumination [164, 165]. The depth of focus of the THz wave mostly determines the resolution of this technique in the z dimension, so there is no restriction for narrowband imaging systems. This type of tomographic measurement is suitable if the rotation of the sample is not possible.

4.6 Synthetic Aperture Processing (SA)

In conventional imaging, a set of optics is used to focus a beam into a narrow beam, reaching its minimum beam dimensions in the so-called beam spot. The resolution of the system is then optimum in the center and degrades in its vicinities. Usually the Rayleigh length is considered as a reference dimension for the maximum sample thickness. As a consequence, the sample or the area to be measured must be placed where the beam spot lies. Moreover, the beam must be ideally normal to the surface of the sample to maximize signal detection. A sample whose
thickness is comparable to or greater than the Rayleigh length will not be correctly or fully imaged in depth. In those cases, SA measurements can be of great interest [166, 167].

In contrast to the point-to-point measurement scheme in conventional imaging systems, Synthetic aperture systems use a diverging or unfocused beam to collect data [168]. A given target in a measurement scene can be illuminated by the sensor from several adjacent scanning positions, given the wide beam used. The collected energy from these positions will be individually much lower than in conventional imaging. Therefore a coherent integration of the received signals is applied which will significantly increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the resulting image for that same target. This energy compaction process is known as Synthetic Aperture processing and is typically performed using time- or frequency-domain algorithms, yielding the former exact but computationally still very demanding results. Since these algorithms are based on the integration of matched filter and coherent raw data, the lack of correlation between noise and signals of interest is exploited; greatly reducing the influence of noise in the final reconstructed SA image.

Synthetic aperture imagery provides a constant, range-independent lateral or cross-range resolution, which is especially useful when thick samples need to be measured. The maximum thickness the system is able to measure is no longer limited by the Rayleigh length but by the sensor (operation parameters) and the sample under inspection [169]. A wide-beam approach can also be used to overcome situations such as complex scanning paths or small scanning curvatures limiting the mechanical operability of the scanner. There are several successful demonstrations of terahertz imaging with enhanced spatial resolution by a synthetic phased array. From these we extracted the typical setup shown in fig 11 [166, 170, 171].

4.7 Time Reversal Approach

Time reversal imaging is an innovative indirect imaging method demonstrated with pulsed THz radiation by Ruffin et al [87]. By exploiting the time-reversal symmetry of Maxwell’s wave equations, they derived an image reconstruction algorithm based on the time-domain Huygens-Fresnel diffraction equation. This method allowed them to reconstruct 1D, 2D and 3D [172] amplitude and phase contrast objects based on the measurement of the diffracted THz field at multiple angles [173].
The resolution is given by the spatial separation of two points on the object plane that give rise to THz pulses with an observable timing difference at the detector. Using this method a resolution of 674 $\mu$m was demonstrated, which was significantly smaller than the average wavelength of the THz source used. Time reversal THz imaging was also demonstrated for phase contrast targets and for reflection mode imaging [87]. New approaches to improve the resolution of time-reversal based THz imaging systems have been proposed such as the increase of the system numerical aperture via a waveguide technique adapted from ultrasound imaging and a new model-based reconstruction algorithm [174].

4.8 THz Computed Tomography (CT)

X-Ray computed tomography was originally developed as a medical imaging procedure that produced tomographic images or 'slices' of specific patient areas. These cross-sectional images are helpful for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in various medical disciplines. A real three-dimensional image of the inner part of an object is reconstructed from a series of two-dimensional X-ray images taken around a single axis of rotation (the emitter and sensors spin around the patient). X-ray CT is now used for industrial applications and many companies are equipped with X-ray tomographic systems devoted to quality control, defect localization etc. However, the dangerous effects of X-ray strongly reduce its applications.

Terahertz CT was introduced by Fergusson et al. in 2002 [138]. Terahertz computed tomography presents new potential because we can measure amplitude as well as spectral phase information in comparison with X-ray imaging. With Terahertz CT, it's not utopian to identify or compare different substances and localize them in a nondestructive manner. A typical experimental configuration is presented in Fig 12. Brahms et al. also demonstrated recently a spectral analysis of materials using THz CT [175]. Lactose and glucose inserted in a polystyrene block have been separated due to strong absorption lines present in their terahertz spectra. Nevertheless, the main fundamental limitation that slows down the transfer out of the laboratories is the absorption phenomena that limit the thickness of the sample to be imaged. For a potential application, a long phase of feasibility must be envisaged because many experiments must be conducted with real samples and some tradeoffs are such as the optimal wavelength to combine transparency, resolution, and ability to fairly image the sample. The long acquisition time arising from use of THz time-domain spectroscopy has been overcome recently [176]. Nevertheless the technological development presented seems difficult to transfer because of the complexity and the cost of high power optical and terahertz sources. Another limitation comes from the sample itself for which the transparency must be sufficient in the terahertz bandwidth [177]. This new approach requires new algorithms and
reconstruction strategies because terahertz beam propagation is far from that for X-rays and all the existing processing techniques must be revisited.

5 Data Processing and Reconstruction

Tomography is an imaging technique used to reconstruct the volume of an object from a set of projections coming from the exterior of the sample under investigation. This technique has been known since the beginning of the 20th century with Johann Radon’s work [178, 179]. But the first tomographic acquisition system (X-Ray Computed Tomography scan) was developed by G.N Hounsfield and A. Cormark in the 1970’s [180]. It is composed of an X-Ray transmitter diametrically opposed to a set of sensors. The patient is subjected to X-Rays from different points of view giving a series of measures corresponding to the ray attenuation in the traversed tissues. The data are then treated by a computer to reconstruct slice views or 3D-views.

Since X-ray CT scan development, several other acquisition systems have been developed, such as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [181, 182], Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and electro-magnetic radiation in the continuous or pulsed Terahertz frequencies (THz CT) [138, 183]. Even if the properties, the physical medium and the data revealed by the reconstructed images differ between each acquisition system, they are all based on the measurement of the attenuation of an X-ray going through matter.

Mathematically, the tomographic process is composed of two distinct steps. The first one describes the acquisition (direct model), i.e. how to get the measure set from the physical phenomenon (for instance, the X-Ray attenuation). The inverse model defines the manner to reconstruct the volume from the acquired set. Since these models are defined in the continuous domain, they are not applicable directly and they have to be discretized. Moreover, the acquisition process is not perfect and the acquired data will be affected by static and dynamic misalignments. Noise during the acquisition and approximations induced by the discretization generate errors in the reconstructed data. Consequently, one of the research areas in tomography in recent times has been to develop methods to reduce the discretization and noise errors in the reconstructed images.

In this part, we will explore the typical reconstruction methods (and their major optimizations) to obtain an image of observed objects. First, the direct methods are developed; we define the acquisition and reconstruction models, in the spatial domain with the Radon transform and in the frequency domain with the Fourier Slice Theorem [184]. Second, we detail another kind of reconstruction: iterative methods. In particular, we explain the Kaczmarz method giving well-known algebraic reconstructions such as the Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique SART [185] and we develop methods based on stochastic process such as the Expectation Maximization (EM) [186].

5.1 Direct Methods

We develop in this section the acquisition model based on the Radon transform. The inverse model giving the representation of the acquired object is detailed through the back projection of filtered projections. Direct reconstruction in the frequency domain is also explained. These models are defined in the continuous domain and have to be discretized to be applied in tomography. The discretization step, its limitations and main goals developed to minimize limitation effects, are the main drawbacks of these approaches.
a. **From the physical phenomenon to the reconstruction**

The rays used in tomography (for instance X-Rays, THz radiation, electrons) have sufficient penetration power to enable them to pass through the sample. During this propagation, the beam encounters attenuation depending on the density and composition of the material. It is for instance the basic principle for X-Ray radiography. After the acquisition of 2D projection data, known as a sinogram, a mathematical calculus named retro-projection can reconstruct the 2D slice of the object [187, 188].

Let’s consider the following example with a 2D centered orthonormal domain (on the left on Fig.13). Each 1D projection \( R_\theta \) is defined for an angle \( \theta \). A projection line along \( \theta \) depends on its position given by a module \( \rho \). Such a line is denoted \((\theta, \rho)\). The measured value depends on data obtained by in the \( \theta \) direction and corresponds to the attenuation undergone by the rays into the matter along this line.

For a given angle \( \theta \), a set of modules and their values define the \( \theta \)-projection, denoted \( R_\theta \) (Fig.13a). We define a sinogram, denoted \( S \), as the set of projections acquired around the object during a complete rotation of the sample. The sinogram values are used to reconstruct the acquired domain with back-projection. On the scheme on the right (Fig.13.b), the projection is back-projected into the domain to reconstruct. One projection is not sufficient to recover the original domain (compare the grey zone in Fig 13a and b). If the sinogram contains several projections (Fig.14a.), the original domain is reconstructed more accurately (Fig.14b.).

b. **Radon Transform**

The acquisition/reconstruction process is modeled by the Radon transform, defined by Johann Radon in 1919. The direct transform \( R \) is a projection line acquisition. It transforms a 2D function defined by \( f(x,y) \) into a 1D projection [178, 179]. It is given by the following formula:

\[
R_\theta(\rho) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x, y) \delta(\rho - x\cos\theta - y\sin\theta) dx dy \tag{1}
\]

Where \( \theta \) and \( \rho \) are the angular and radial coordinates of the projection line \((\theta, \rho)\) respectively, and \( \delta(\cdot) \) is the Dirac impulse. So, \( R_\theta(\rho) \) is the absorption sum of all points traversed by

---

**Figure 13** (a) A projection line is defined by an angle \( \theta \) and a module \( \rho \). Its value depends on traversed \( f(x,y) \) values and corresponds to the attenuation undergone by the rays along the black line. (b) One projection is not sufficient to recover the original function.
the line in the domain. The inverse reconstruction recovers the original function \( f \) from the projections. Supposing a sinogram \( S \) with infinitely many projection values such that \( \theta \in [0, \pi] \) and \( \rho \in \mathbb{R} \), the inversion is given as:

\[
f(x, y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{0}^{\pi} F(\rho) R_\theta(\rho) \delta(\rho - x \cos \theta - y \sin \theta) d\rho d\theta
\]  

(2)

Where \( F \) is the Fourier transform. First, this inversion applies a ramp filter on each projection to increase details. Second, the point \((x, y)\) value is computed from the sum of the filtered projections. This method is called Filtered Back-Projection (FBP).

c. Fourier Slice Theorem

Another approach consists of inverting the 2D Fourier transform of the original function by combining the information contained in the projection Fourier transforms. The Fourier Slice Theorem (FST) specifies that the 1D Fourier transform of a projection \( R_\theta \) (denoted \( F_{1D} R_\theta \)) of \( f(x, y) \) along an angle \( \theta \) corresponds to a line of the Fourier space (denoted \( F_{2D}(X,Y) \)) of \( f \) along the same angle \( \theta \). Indeed, expressing the function \( f \) in polar coordinates, with \( x = r \cos \phi \) and \( y = r \sin \phi \), equation (1) becomes:

\[
R_\theta(\rho) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(r \cos \phi, r \sin \phi) \delta(r - \rho \cos(\phi - \theta)) r |dr| d\phi
\]  

(3)

The Fourier transform \( F_{1D} \) of the projection \( R_\theta(\rho) \) is:

\[
F_\theta(\nu) = F_{1D}(R_\theta(\rho)) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R_\theta(\rho) e^{-2 \pi i \nu \rho} d\rho
\]  

(4)

Combined with (3) this becomes:

\[
F_\theta(\nu) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(r \cos \phi, r \sin \phi) \delta(r - \rho \cos(\phi - \theta)) |r| e^{-2 \pi i \nu \rho \cos(\phi - \theta)} d\rho d\phi
\]  

(5)

Since the Dirac impulse is not null when \( \rho = r \cos(\phi - \theta) \), this simplifies to:

\[
F_\theta(\nu) = \int_{0}^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(r \cos \phi, r \sin \phi) |r| e^{-2 \pi i \nu \rho \cos(\phi - \theta)} dr d\phi
\]  

(6)
Consider the 2D Fourier Transform $F_{2D}(\psi, \nu)$ of $f$ in polar coordinates, with $X=\nu \cos \psi$ and $Y=\nu \sin \psi$:

$$F_{2D}(\psi, \nu) = \int_{\theta}^{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(r \cos \phi, r \sin \phi) |r| e^{-2i\pi \nu \cos(\psi - \theta)} \, dr \, d\phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

From equations (6) and (7), we obtain the equation (8) corresponding to the FST [184]:

$$F_{\theta}(\nu) = F_{1D}(R_{\theta}(\rho)) = F_{2D}\left(f(r \cos(\phi), r \sin(\phi))\right) = F_{2D}(\psi, \nu)_{\psi=0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

So, we can populate the 2D Fourier transform of the original function from the projection Fourier transform data. The original function is then obtained by an inverse 2D Fourier Transform.

d. Acquisition properties

Contrary to an ideal acquisition, a real-condition acquisition is composed by a finite number of projections $N_{\theta}$ that are typically uniformly distributed between 0 and $\pi$. The sample number denoted $N_{\rho}$ is also finite and remains constant during acquisition. The angular step between two successive projections is $d\theta = \frac{\pi}{N_{\theta}}$. Similarly, we denote $d\rho$ the sampling step on the projections, i.e. the distance between two successive projection lines. During the discrete image reconstruction $I$, sized $W \times H$ pixels, the sampling ratio between projections and image is usually $d\rho = \frac{\text{MAX}(W,H)}{N_{\rho}} = 1$.

An acquisition with $N_{\theta}$ projections composed of samples gives the sinogram $S^*$, which is a sub-set of the ideal sinogram $S$. It is represented by a 2D image, sized $N_{\theta} \times N_{\rho}$, where each line corresponds to the acquisition values of one projection. Supposing that $i_{\theta}$ and $i_{\rho}$ are the projection and module indices such as $0 \leq i_{\theta} < N_{\theta}$ and $0 \leq i_{\rho} < N_{\rho}$, the pixel $(i_{\theta}, i_{\rho})$ contains the value $R_{\theta}(\rho)$.

Let us consider a continuous model representing the Shepp-Logan phantom [184]. This model is based on an analytic definition of the objects defined in [178]. Fig.15(a) represents this domain in an image sized 512×512. An acquisition is done following 180 angles uniformly distributed between 0 and $\pi$, with 512 samples per projection. The resulting sinogram is given on Fig.15(b). The first line represents the 512 values of the 0°-projection, the second line contains the values of the 1°-projection and so on.

Figure 15 (a) Continuous Shepp-Logan phantom represented in an image sized 512×512. (b) Acquired sinogram following 180 projections of 512 samples.
Such a sinogram can be used to reconstruct an image $I$ representing the acquired function. This one is performed using discrete versions of the Radon inversion or Fourier reconstruction. The discrete inverse Radon transform, denoted $R^{-1}$, reconstructs an image $I$ from an acquisition using the following formula:

$$R^{-1}(i,j) = I(i,j) = \sum_{i_\theta=0}^{N_{\theta}-1} \sum_{i_\rho=0}^{N_{\rho}-1} R_{\theta}^{\text{BFP}}(\rho) \rho k(\theta, \rho, i, j) \tag{9}$$

Where $p_k$ is a pixel kernel used to determine the manner that the projection line crosses the pixel and $R_{\theta}^{\text{BFP}}(\rho)$ is the filtered projection value given by:

$$R_{\theta}^{\text{BFP}}(\rho) = \sum_{\rho_\phi=0}^{N_{\rho}} |\nu| \left( \sum_{\nu} R_{\theta}(\rho_\nu) e^{-i2\pi\rho_\nu} \right) e^{i2\pi\rho\nu} \tag{10}$$

For Radon inversion, we have to discretize the Fourier reconstruction to get an image from projection Fourier transforms. If we consider this theorem in a discrete point of view, the simplification made in Eq.(5) is impossible because each polar point is not exactly localized in the center of a pixel [178]. Consequently:

$$F_{\theta}(\nu) = F_{2D}(\psi, \nu)_{\psi=0} = \sum_{\phi=0}^{N_{\phi}} \sum_{\rho=0}^{N_{\rho}} \sum_{r=0}^{N_{r}} (r \cos \phi, r \sin \phi) |r| e^{-i2\pi r \cos(\phi - \theta)} \Delta(\rho - r \cos(\phi - \theta)) \tag{11}$$

Sum between brackets corresponds to the 1D Fourier transform. The double-sum outside the brackets determines the polar point(s) used to compute the pixel $F_{2D}(\psi, \nu)$. Then, this discretization is an interpolation from the polar grid containing Fourier projection points to a Cartesian grid corresponding to the image Fourier space. These discretization issues are widely treated in the literature concerning computed tomography [189–191] and their typical defects are illustrated in fig.16.

5.2 Iterative Reconstructions

Contrary to direct methods, iterative processes can correct the error induced by one (or a set of) projection(s) according to the state of the image under reconstruction and the data available on the other projections. First, algebraic techniques are detailed. Afterwards, we introduce methods based on stochastic process.
a. Algebraic Methods

Algebraic methods, which are iterative, were introduced in the 1970’s by Gordon et al [192, 193] as the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART). Based on the Karzmarz theorem, this iterative algorithm approaches the linear equation system solution through an update of each pixel value. The pixel correction is done according to the error measured between the initial sinogram and the sinogram recomputed from the image at the previous iteration. Considering the discrete geometry, the projection line value is a linear combination of pixel \((i,j)\) values weighted by a pixel kernel \(p_k\). It is defined by:

\[
R_\theta(\rho, \omega) = \sum_{i=0}^{W-1} \sum_{j=0}^{H-1} p_k(\theta, \rho, i, j)I(i, j)
\]  

(12)

The sinogram \(R\) given by a vector sized \(N_\theta \times N_\rho\) and the image to reconstruct \(I\) is defined by a vector sized \(W \times H\). The weight matrix \(A\) is defined with \(N_\theta \times N_\rho\) lines and \(W \times H\) columns. The following linear equation system gives the overall pixel contributions in the projection lines:

\[
R = AI
\]  

(13)

Inversion of this system recovers the original vector \(I\) from the projection data \(R\):

\[
I = A^T R
\]  

(14)

Equation system resolution is the main goal of the algebraic techniques. Knowing the image and acquisition sizes, this system is too large to be solved using typical matrix inversion techniques. Moreover, linear approximations and the projection noise do not assume an exact resolution. The Karzmarz method approaches the solution by a successive estimation of the vector \(I^k\) at the iteration \(k\). Each pixel \(I^k(i,j)\) is updated by comparing the measured value \(R_\theta(\rho)\) with the value \(R_\theta^k(\rho)\) computed from \(I^{k-1}\) (using equation 9). Iteratively, the result converges to a solution minimizing the error between \(R\) and \(R^k\) and approaching the ideal solution \(I\). This method needs an initial image which can be a direct method result. However, the solution can suffer from artifacts given by this initial result [194]. Usually, an uniform image [195] where each pixel is valued with the initial sinogram average value is chosen.

Several variations of the ART method have been developed, such as:

- Multiplicative ART (MART), where the update is computed according to the ratio between \(R\) and \(R^k\) [196];
- Adaptive ART (AART) uses an adaptive adjustment of a relaxation parameter at each reconstruction step [197];
- Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT) [198], where each pixel is directly updated from all the projection lines (of all the projections) at once;
- Simultaneous ART (SART) is a compromise between ART (projections are independent and an optimized access scheme is used) and SIRT (update from several projection lines). It uses all the projection lines from one and only one projection to update the image. The pixel error is then averaged by the use of several values (at once) in the sinogram and the update is optimized by a projection access scheme.
b. Introduction to Stochastic Methods

Methods based on statistic interpretations formalize the reconstruction problem as follows: *What is the most probable image \( I \) knowing the observed \( R \) [186].* Resulting iterative algorithms try to maximize the probability \( p(I|R) \), i.e. the probability to get \( I \) according to the projections \( R \). Bayes theorem defines:

\[
p(I|R) = p(R|I) xp(I)/p(R)
\]

(15)

\( p(I|R) \) is the value to optimize; \( p(R|I) \) is the probability to have the projections \( R \) according to the image \( I \). This one is the likelihood of the projections. \( p(I) \) is the *a priori* of the image \( I \) and \( p(R) \) is the projection *a priori*. \( p(R)=1 \) because the projections are known. Restricting the solution space \( p(I)=1 \):

\[
p(I|R) = p(R|I)
\]

(16)

To maximize the probability to get the image \( I \) knowing the projections \( R \), we have to maximize the projection likelihood knowing an image \( I \). This maximization is given by minimizing the distance between calculated projections and observed projections. The process is then similar to the algebraic methods because this minimization is done by iterative updates (in \( k \)) of \( I \). The Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM) [186] defines the likelihood \( p(R|I) \) by modeling \( R^k \) as a Poisson distribution and we can use a logarithmic version to exploit this model.

The goal is to maximize a mathematical expression and this maximum is obtained when the partial derivative along \( I \) is null. Maximization of the likelihood consists of minimization of its partial. Since each pixel value is independent, we can consider each pixel independently to globally minimize the partial derive. Then, the first part of MLEM algorithm computes the expectation of the likelihood according to the set of projections of the image under reconstruction. The second step computes the expectation maximization by canceling the partial derivatives according to \( I \). This maximization is done by the iterative pixel update. Because the update is multiplicative and the maximization takes into account the projection set, the MLEM method is equivalent to a simultaneous MART method. Then, it is sometimes denoted SMIRT (*Simultaneous Multiplicative Iterative Reconstruction Technique*). Another probabilistic model based on a Gaussian distribution has also been proposed. It leads to the widespread conjugate gradient methods [199] which are similar to the MLEM in additive form [200]. Due to slow convergence of the MLEM method, several optimizations based on separating the projection sets in several ordered ones has been proposed. This ordered subset technique is now commonly used for its high quality accuracy and convergence speed in medical fields. For THz tomography, a quantitative comparison of different method has been studied [183].

5.3 Propagation Beam Examination and Modeling

In the X-ray CT transmission process, the beam is supposed constant due to its short wavelength and the very low attenuation. For the same reason, the energy distribution is supposed uniform on a cross-section disk. This specificity allows the Radon model to be employed directly to implement reconstruction objects. In THz CT imaging, the propagation beam follows a Gaussian distribution, which is determined by both the THz wave properties and the lenses used to focus or the shape the beam. The radius of the Gaussian beam from the
beam axis takes the minimum value \( w_0 \) at the so-called beam waist. According to the wavelength \( \lambda \), the radius at the position \( z \) from the beam waist is:

\[
w(z) = w_0 \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{z}{z_r}\right)^2}
\] (17)

Where \( z_r = \frac{\pi w_0^2}{\lambda} \) is the Rayleigh range. Moreover, the energy distribution at the cross-section is given by:

\[
E(r, z) = E_0 \left(\frac{w_0}{w(z)}\right)^2 e^{-\frac{2r^2}{w^2(z)}}
\] (18)

where:

- \( r \) is the distance from the beam axis,
- \( E_0 \) is the energy at the center of the beam waist.

Note that the energy decreases from the center to the edge of the beam following a Gaussian distribution. A profile at the central plane of the beam observed for a 240 GHz is given in Fig.17. It shows the variation of the radius (horizontally) and the Gaussian distribution of the energy (vertically).

Knowing the source properties and using equations (17) and (18), the observed Gaussian beam can be computed to simulate a given source. When a lens focuses the beam, the THz source is modified by another Gaussian propagation model corresponding to the lens impact. In such a case, the overall Gaussian beam can be expressed as a convolution of both Gaussian beams modeling the source and the lens. If lens properties are unknown, the overall model can be estimated from the beam propagation observations using a non linear least square 3D Newton-Gauss algorithm.

This Gaussian beam modeling has been successfully exploited by Recur et al as a convolution filter in the iterative techniques SART and OSEM. This considerably improves the quality and the accuracy of reconstructed images [183, 201]. This much more rigorous quantitative approach provides a new insight for the improvement of 3D THz CT imaging. That also proves that using BFP without any deconvolution leads to dramatic and erroneous images even in the simple case of a metallic bar.

Out of the green zone in the Fig.17, artifacts are present in the reconstructed object which could lead to important errors. To illustrate the efficiency of these methods, we imaged a Rohacell polymer sample which is quite transparent in the lower part of the terahertz bandwidth (from 0.1-3THz). Its dimensions are 30x34x37 mm\(^3\). We inserted two metallic balls as eyes and a screw in an oblique direction inside the polymer skulls. In order to perform a 3D reconstruction of Terakenstein, we first record a 2D transmission image of the sample by moving the object in the X and Y directions with a scan step of 1 mm in both directions. The acquisition time for a (50x50) pixel image size is about 20 seconds with a high speed moving
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Figure 17  Propagation beam profile in the central plane from [201]
table. Then, the sample is rotated by a rotation step $\theta$ in order to provide a different visualization of the object. The operation is repeated $N$ times from $\theta = 0^\circ$ to $180^\circ$ and we finally get a set of $N$ projections of the sample corresponding to the different angles of visualization. From all these projection images, we reconstruct the sinogram of the object which represents, for a given horizontal slice, the evolution of the transmitted THz amplitude as a function of the rotation angle. Finally we apply FBP, SART or OSEM algorithms to reconstruct the final 3D volume of the sample. During this back-projection procedure we deconvoluted the volume column-by-column using the Gaussian beam filter we developed. The reconstructed views of Terakenstein are shown in the Fig.18. We can observe and measure all the details such as the metal screws inside the skull. A better accuracy and quality is found especially when using iterative techniques in comparison with the FBP algorithm.

6 Conclusion

The field of terahertz imaging is extremely diverse. Terahertz science and technology is a melting pot of interdisciplinary domains such as physics, chemistry, engineering and optic that makes this discipline challenging. Nowadays a lot of techniques and methods can be accessed by an increasing number of scientists. There are several reasons for the expansion of this field over the last few years. One is the access to spectroscopic responses in the terahertz range that reveals new physical information. Coupling with an imaging situation, it gives new tools and new visions of samples and allows the volume inspection due to sufficient penetration length, especially with frequencies smaller than 1 THz. This enlarges imaging applications, ranging from quality control to security screening. Several of these applications are illustrated in this paper. In many cases, terahertz imaging applications have been demonstrated to be an efficient and elegant solution. In order to gain more extensive recognition for this technology, research and communication to industrial partners are needed. Jointly a more robust and less expensive version of a terahertz imaging system will open new applications. Possible future improvements are related to semiconductor or optical laser sources and detector (Quantum Cascade laser and all fiber TDS experiment, and THz camera [202] for example). The terahertz science and especially spectro-terahertz imaging will probably be an emerging discipline and an efficient tool for a lot of industrial applications.
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